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Abstract This study provides a first thorough evaluation of1

the COnsortium for Small scale MOdeling weather predic-2

tion model in CLimate Mode (COSMO-CLM) over South3

America. Simulations are driven by ERA-Interim reanaly-4

sis data. Besides precipitation, we examine the surface ra-5

diation budget, cloud cover, 2 m temperatures, and the low6

level circulation. We evaluate against reanalysis data as well7

as observations from ground stations and satellites.8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Our analysis focuses on the sensitivity of results to the 
convective parametrization in comparison to their sensitiv-
ity to the representation of non-precipitating subgrid-scale 
clouds in the parametrization of radiation. Specifically, 
we compare simulations with a relative humidity versus a 
statistical subgrid-scale cloud scheme, in combination with 
convection schemes according to Tiedtke (1989) and from 
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 
(ECMWF) Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) cycle 33r1.17

The sensitivity of simulated tropical precipitation to the18

parametrizations of convection and subgrid-scale clouds is19

of similar magnitude. We show that model runs with differ-20

ent subgrid-scale cloud schemes produce substantially dif-21

ferent cloud ice and liquid water contents. This impacts sur-22

face radiation budgets, and in turn convection and precipita-23

tion.24
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Considering all evaluated variables in synopsis, the 25

model performs best with the (both non-default) IFS and 26

statistical schemes for convection and subgrid-scale clouds, 27

respectively. Despite several remaining deficiencies, such as 28

a poor simulation of the diurnal cycle of precipitation or a 29

substantial austral summer warm bias in northern Argentina, 30

this new setup considerably reduces long-standing model 31

biases, which have been a feature of COSMO-CLM across 32

tropical domains. 33
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1 Introduction 36

37

38

39

40

41

42

Since the beginning of dynamical atmospheric modeling and 
despite many efforts, the deficiencies in the representation of 
cloud processes in climate models have remained a source of 
much uncertainty in climate projections (Randall et al 2003; 
Stocker et al 2013). This is because clouds significantly in-
fluence thermodynamic and hydrological budgets, but need 
to be parametrized in mesoscale models (Tompkins 2002). 43

A variable intimately related to clouds and of paramount 44

importance for climate impact research is precipitation. In 45

light of climate change, questions related to the hydrologic 46

cycle are: Where do humans have to adapt to changes in 47

water availability (Parry et al 2007; Liersch et al 2012; 48

Schewe et al 2013)? Are extreme rain events going to be 49

more frequent or intense (Marengo et al 2009; Toreti et al 50

2013; Fischer et al 2013a)? How will ecosystems such as 51

the Amazon rainforest respond to changes in precipitation 52

patterns (Salazar et al 2007; Cook et al 2011; Warszawski 53

et al 2013)? 54

55The deficiencies of parametrizations of cloud processes 
are reflected in, among other things, precipitation biases. 56
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Particularly in the tropics, convection is an important pro-57

cess in this respect and its parametrization has received58

much attention (e.g. Betts and Jakob 2002; Bechtold et al59

2004; Santos e Silva et al 2012). However, since convection60

involves many coupled processes between the surface, the61

planetary boundary layer, and the free troposphere (Bech-62

told et al 2004), the quality of its representation in climate63

models depends on several other model components as well.64

In this study, we focus on the parametrization of non-65

precipitating subgrid-scale clouds. Such clouds significantly66

affect radiative fluxes and thereby also influence convective67

processes and precipitation (Hohenegger et al 2008). Strong68

sensitivities of precipitation to the parametrization of radia-69

tive processes have been found, most notably in tropical re-70

gions (Xu and Small 2002; Morcrette et al 2008). For sim-71

plicity, in the remainder of this publication, we use the no-72

tions “non-precipitating subgrid-scale clouds” and “subgrid-73

scale clouds” synonymously.74

For the typical resolution of mesoscale models, subgrid-75

scale clouds exist due to fluctuations of temperature and hu-76

midity within a grid cell. Traditionally, there have been two77

approaches to their parametrization (Tompkins 2002). One78

class of schemes relates cloudiness to relative humidity (RH,79

e.g. Slingo 1987), with cloud cover being a monotonically80

increasing function of RH, which is zero at some critical81

RH and one at grid-scale saturation.82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

The second approach is of statistical nature (e.g. 
Sommeria and Deardorff 1977) and assumes a certain 
probability-density function type for the subgrid-scale 
distributions of temperature and humidity. By linking 
the moments of the distributions to other processes such 
schemes facilitate a more physically consistent representa-
tion of clouds. The statistical scheme implemented in the 
model used in this study assumes Gaussian distributions, 
which are centered around the grid-scale values and whose 
variances are estimated by the turbulence parametrization.92

Our primary goal is to assess the importance of the rep-93

resentation of subgrid-scale clouds in an atmospheric model94

for a faithful simulation of precipitation. To that end we need95

to put this specific model sensitivity in relation to others. We96

choose the well-known sensitivity of precipitation to the pa-97

rametrization of convection as a reference.98

The analysis of more variables than just precipitation is99

necessary, if we are to understand the differences between100

simulation results for different model setups. This calls for a101

comprehensive climate model evaluation. Since model sen-102

sitivities to cloud and convective processes can be expected103

to be greatest around the equator, we restrict our model ex-104

periments to a tropical domain.105

To our knowledge, this is the first regional climate model106

(RCM) sensitivity study comparing a statistical to a RH sub-107

grid-scale cloud scheme in combination with different con-108

vective parametrizations. Although we only present results109

for a specific RCM over a specific domain, our findings may 110

benefit climate modeling wherever a faithful simulation of 111

clouds and convection is key. 112

We use the RCM COSMO-CLM, which features the in- 113

troduced parametrizations of subgrid-scale clouds as well 114

as different convection schemes. In the past, this model has 115

mostly been run over Europe (e.g., Jaeger et al 2008; Zahn 116

and von Storch 2008; Hohenegger et al 2009; Davin and 117

Seneviratne 2011) but recent applications to East Asia (Fis- 118

cher et al 2013b) and Africa (Nikulin et al 2012; Panitz 119

et al 2013) have been spurred by the Coordinated Regional 120

Climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX, Giorgi et al 121

2009) initiative. 122

123

124
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In order to accomplish two tasks with one effort, we con-
duct our sensitivity study over a region, where the model 
has not yet been thoroughly evaluated – South America. We 
follow the domain specification by CORDEX, thus simpli-
fying possible future model intercomparisons and regional 
multi-model ensemble climate projections. COSMO-CLM 
performance studies over South America have so far been 
restricted to either the southern part of the continent (Wag-
ner et al 2011) or to the evaluation of precipitation as the 
only variable (Rockel and Geyer 2008). In the latter study, 
the model was run over several subregions of the globe using 
its standard mid-latitude setup and results were highly un-
satisfactory in the tropics, where the model showed a sharp 
land-sea contrast of strong overestimation (underestimation) 
of rainfall over oceans (continents). The same model defi-
ciency has recently been observed over Africa (Panitz et al 
2013) and has motivated the present study. 139

There has been a range of attempts to simulate the South 140

American climate with other RCMs. While some studies fo- 141

cus on model evaluation (Nicolini et al 2002; Seth and Ro- 142

jas 2003; Solman et al 2013), others provide regional cli- 143

mate projections based on greenhouse gas emission or land- 144

surface change scenario runs of General Circulation Mod- 145

els (GCMs, Correia et al 2008; Marengo et al 2010, 2012a). 146

We are going to relate our results from the COSMO-CLM 147

evaluation to those of these models. 148

2 Climate, model, data, experiments 149

2.1 Climate of South America 150

The South American continent extends across several cli- 151

mate zones from 10◦N to 55◦S. Along its western shore, the 152

Andes form a narrow but high orographic barrier (Bookha- 153

gen and Strecker 2008). In line with climatological con- 154

ditions, vegetation types vary considerably. While tropical 155

South America is dominated by the vast Amazonian rainfor- 156

est, various kinds of wood- and shrublands, savannas, and 157

deciduous forests are found in the subtropics, and grasslands 158

and semideserts prevail in southern South America. 159
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Climatological phenomena that need to be captured are160

diversified. Throughout the year, the continent is framed161

by the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) in the north,162

westerly winds in the south, and subtropical high pressure163

systems over the Pacific and Atlantic oceans in the west and164

east, respectively (Garreaud et al 2009).165

In austral winter, the ITCZ rain band retreats to north-166

western South America, leaving the southern Amazon basin,167

the adjacent savanna, and northeastern Brazil in their dry168

season (Vera et al 2006b; Liebmann et al 2007). The west-169

erlies carry extratropical cyclones to the south of the conti-170

nent, supplying precipitation to the southwestern coast and171

to southeastern South America (SESA, Mendes et al 2010).172

In austral summer, the greatest part of the continent is173

subject to the South American Monsoon System (SAMS,174

e.g. Zhou and Lau 1998; Vera et al 2006a; Marengo et al175

2012b). Next to the ITCZ, this comprises the South Atlantic176

Convergence Zone (SACZ), a band of moisture conver-177

gence and abundant precipitation extending southeastward178

from central Amazonia (Nogués-Paegle et al 2002; Car-179

valho et al 2004). Further low-level features of the SAMS180

include a thermal depression called the Chaco low over181

northwestern Argentina and the South American Low Level182

Jet (SALLJ, Marengo et al 2004), which transports large183

amounts of moisture from Amazonia to the subtropical184

plains through a narrow channel between the Andes and185

the Brazilian Plateau. The most prominent feature of the186

high level circulation is a large anticyclonic circulation187

called the Bolivian high, which can be considered together188

with the low level Chaco low as a response to the strong189

convective heating in the Amazon region. The SAMS is190

characterized by enhanced convective activity and heavy191

precipitation in tropical South America. The convection has192

a pronounced diurnal cycle, is frequently organized in squall193

lines or (mesoscale) convective systems, and is modulated194

by extratropical frontal systems (Molion 1993; Silva Dias195

et al 2002; Rickenbach et al 2002; Salio et al 2007).196

2.2 COSMO-CLM197

The regional climate model COSMO-CLM or CCLM198

(COSMO model in CLimate Mode, Rockel et al 2008)199

originates from the “Lokalmodell” of the German Weather200

Service (Steppeler et al 2003), later on renamed as COSMO201

(COnsortium for Small scale MOdeling) model. In this202

study, simulations are performed with model version 4.25.3.203

CCLM is non-hydrostatic and is able to perform long-term204

simulations on highly resolved horizontal grids down to205

grid mesh sizes on the order of 1 km.206

Lateral boundary forcing is applied according to the207

method of Davies (1976). We employ the ERA-Interim208

reanalysis data (Dee et al 2011) for this purpose.209

Table 1 Selected differences between convection schemes.

Tiedtke IFS

criterion deep
convection

moisture
convergence

cloud depth

closure deep
convection

moisture
convergence

convective available 
potential energy

turbulent
entrainment

constant decreases with height

trigger test
parcel ascent

from lowest level, 
with temperature 
perturbation

from several levels, with 
temperature and humidity 
perturbation

precipitation
efficiency

constant decreases with vertical 
velocity, increases at low 
temperatures due to 
homogeneous freezing

210

211

212

213

The cloud parametrizations distinguish between clouds 
at grid scale and at subgrid scale. A bulk water-continuity 
model describes the grid-scale clouds (Doms et al 2011). It 
includes prognostic equations for water vapor, rain, snow, 
cloud liquid water and cloud ice. 214

215

216

217

218

219

220

221

222

Subgrid-scale clouds are considered as either stratiform, 
in which case they are treated as non-precipitating, or verti-
cally extended, i.e. convective. For the latter type, two dif-
ferent parametrizations are available. The mass flux convec-
tion scheme by Tiedtke (1989) is the model’s default option. 
The scheme from the ECMWF IFS cycle 33r1 as described 
by Bechtold et al (2008) is the second option applied in the 
present study. In Tab. 1 we summarize the main differences 
between the schemes. 223

224

225

226

227

228

229

230

231

232

233

234

235

236

237

238

239

Characteristics of stratiform subgrid-scale clouds are 
taken into account in the parametrizations of turbulence and 
radiation. Two schemes are available for their diagnosis; one 
is statistical (Avgoustoglou 2011), the other one is based on 
grid-scale RH as proposed by Smagorinsky (1960), refined 
and extended by a simple cloud water parametrization by 
Geleyn and Hollingsworth (1979). We compare results with 
either approach utilized in the parametrization of radiation. 
In the turbulence parametrization we only employ the statis-
tical scheme. The latter assumes Gaussian distributions for 
the saturation deficit and the liquid water potential temper-
ature (Sommeria and Deardorff 1977; Mellor 1977), whose 
widths may be scaled by the namelist parameter q crit, for 
which Sommeria and Deardorff (1977) suggest a value of 
1.6 and which we set to 1.5 as opposed to its default value of 
4.0. For subsequent reference we note that the cloud cover 
fraction C of a grid cell is given by 240

C = Cs + (1 −Cs)Cc (1) 241

242

243

244

with Cs and Cc being the contributions from stratiform and 
convective clouds, respectively. The former may be present 
due to grid-scale (Cs = 1) or subgrid-scale (Cs < 1) conden-
sation. Irrespective of the employed convective parametriza- 245
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Table 2 Locations, measurement heights, and temporal data coverages
of LBA flux towers.

K34 K67 CAX RJA BAN

longitude [◦W] 60.21 54.96 51.46 61.93 50.16
latitude [◦S] 2.61 2.86 1.72 10.08 9.82
height [m] 50.0 63.0 51.5 60.0 40.0
coverage [y] 7 4 3 3 3

246 tion, Cc is proportional to the cloud depth diagnosed by the 
convection scheme.247

248

249

250

251

252

253

CCLM has the radiation transfer scheme by Ritter and 
Geleyn (1992) implemented. It is a delta-two-stream ap-
proximation of the radiative transfer equations with three 
spectral intervals in the solar and six in the thermal part of 
the radiation spectrum. In addition to the standard atmo-
spheric gases the radiative properties of clouds (liquid and 
ice) and aerosols are taken into account.254

Raschendorfer (2001) implemented a prognostic TKE-255

based scheme with a turbulent kinetic energy closure at level256

2.5 according to Mellor and Yamada (1982) that includes257

effects from subgrid-scale condensation/evaporation.258

Soil processes are parametrized by the multi-layer soil259

model TERRA (Schrodin and Heise 2001). Plants are mod-260

eled following the biosphere-atmosphere transfer scheme261

approach by Dickinson et al (1986). The bare surface is262

parametrized according to Dickinson (1984). In order to263

account for the deep roots in tropical rainforsts, we lower264

the bottom of the deepest hydrologically active soil layer to265

8 m (Nepstad et al 1994; Baker et al 2008).266

2.3 Observational datasets267

We employ site measurements and various gridded datasets268

for model evaluation. Prior to any comparison, the gridded269

data are interpolated from their native grid to the rotated ge-270

ographical coordinate system of CCLM. In the case of radia-271

tive fluxes, cloud cover, and precipitation we apply a first-272

order conservative remapping scheme (Jones 1999). Tem-273

perature, geopotential height and winds are interpolated bi-274

linearly. Winds are additionally rotated in order to account275

for the relative rotation of grids.276

We evaluate precipitation against the Tropical Rainfall277

Measuring Mission (TRMM) 3B42 V7 daily satellite prod-278

uct from 1998 to 2011 at a native resolution of 0.25◦ (Huff-279

man et al 2007). It arguably is the best precipitation data-280

set available for tropical South America given its high res-281

olution and the large uncertainties of gridded gauge mea-282

surement data, especially in Amazonia and along the An-283

des (Carvalho et al 2012). The TRMM Precipitation Radar284

data only extend to 36◦S but we do not consider this a prob-285

lem since this study focuses on tropical climate and since286

inter-setup differences of modeled precipitation characteris- 287

tics are small at more southern latitudes. 288

Total cloud cover is compared to the International Satel- 289

lite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) D2 monthly means 290

from 1998 to 2007 which have a native resolution of 2.5◦ 291

(Rossow and Schiffer 1999). The cloud cover estimates are 292

based on satellite observations of infrared and visible radia- 293

tion and have an uncertainty of about 5 %. 294

Surface shortwave and longwave net radiation are evalu- 295

ated against the NASA/GEWEX Surface Radiation Budget 296

(SRB) release-3.0 monthly estimates from 1998 to 2007 at 297

a native resolution of 1◦ (Stackhouse et al 2011), which are 298

based on various input data including temperature and mois- 299

ture profiles from the NASA Global Modeling and Assimi- 300

lation Office GEOS-4 reanalysis product, and cloud param- 301

eters from ISCCP DX data. The estimates have uncertainties 302

of about 20 W/m2 for shortwave and 5 W/m2 for longwave 303

radiation. 304

2 m temperatures are compared to the Climatic Re- 305

search Unit (CRU) TS3.21 monthly observations from 1998 306

to 2011 at the native resolution of 0.5◦ (Harris et al 2013). 307

This dataset covers land points only, but since CCLM em- 308

ploys the ERA-Interim sea surface temperatures (SSTs) we 309

expect only minor differences of oceanic 2 m temperatures 310

between different model runs. 311

Fields of geopotential height and wind at 850 hPa are 312

evaluated against ERA-Interim reanalysis data. We also in- 313

clude ERA-Interim data in the evaluation of the above men- 314

tioned variables as a reference. Besides, this allows to iden- 315

tify biases introduced by the driving model. 316

317

318

319

320

321

322

323

324

325

326

327

328

329

330

331

332

333

334

335

In order to compare simulation results to site measure-
ments at high temporal resolution we include data recorded 
at the towers of the LBA-ECO CD-32 Brazil Flux Network 
(Saleska et al 2009). This dataset comprises hourly measure-
ments from 9 sites in the years 1999 to 2006. However, for 
most sites this time frame is not entirely covered and at some 
of them the vegetation is non-natural which is a problem 
since the land cover data used by CCLM in the correspond-
ing grid cells represent natural vegetation. Choosing sites 
with natural vegetation only and providing at least 3 years of 
precipitation, temperature, and net radiation data, we ended 
up with the towers at Manaus Km34 (K34), Santarem Km67 
(K67), Caxiuana (CAX), Reserva Jaru (RJA), and Bananal 
Island (BAN). Their location, measurement height, and tem-
poral coverage is displayed in Tab. 2 (see also Fig. 1). All 
measurements were taken just above the canopy so that they 
may well be compared to the modeled surface fluxes and at-
mospheric variables at 2 m height. We compare tower mea-
surements to data from the closest model grid cell, consid-
ering only times, when tower data are available. 336
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Fig. 1 Computational domain for CCLM simulations. The model eval-
uation is restricted to the CORDEX South America domain (colored).
Marked are further the region we refer to as Amazonia in Sect. 3.2
(solid box) and the locations of the five flux towers, data recorded at
which we employ in this study. Colors indicate surface height as it is
represented in the model.

Table 3 Abbreviations and schemes of CCLM setups.

setup convection scheme subgrid-scale cloud scheme

TR Tiedtke relative humidity
TS Tiedtke statistical
IR IFS relative humidity
IS IFS statistical

2.4 Experimental setup337

338

339

340

341

342

343

As previously mentioned, we evaluate CCLM simulations 
over South America with four different model setups, which 
differ in the chosen representations of convection (Tiedtke 
versus IFS scheme) and subgrid-scale clouds in the parame-
trization of radiation (RH versus statistical scheme) but are 
otherwise identical. The labels of these 2 × 2 setups are dis-
played in Tab. 3.344

The model is evaluated on the CORDEX South Amer-345

ica domain, which implies a horizontal resolution of 0.44◦.346

The computational grid includes 10 additional grid points on347

each side to abate boundary effects (Fig. 1). The vertical co-348

ordinate is set to have 40 levels reaching up to 30 km above349

sea level, and as suggested by Panitz et al (2013) for tropical350

domains, we adjust the Rayleigh damping height to 18 km.351

Our evaluation period covers 14 years from 1998 to352

2011. Model runs are started in 1990 to allow for a spin-up353

of 8 years.354

3 Results 355

In this section we first analyze seasonal mean values of pre- 356

cipitation, total cloud cover, 2 m temperature, surface short- 357

wave, and longwave net radiation, as well as 850 hPa fields 358

of geopotential height and wind. Second, our analyses focus 359

on Amazonia with seasonal and diurnal cycles at the flux 360

tower sites (cf. Fig. 1). We then evaluate the distribution of 361

daily precipitation intensities and conclude with a compar- 362

ison of mean cloud profiles as simulated with the different 363

CCLM setups. 364

3.1 Seasonal mean values 365

3.1.1 Precipitation 366

We commence with the central variable of this study. Mean 367

precipitation during austral summer (DJF) and winter (JJA) 368

is shown in Fig. 2. In DJF, the TRMM and ERA-Interim 369

data exhibit the typical monsoon season rainfall pattern with 370

precipitation maxima along the ITCZ, the SACZ, and the 371

eastern Andes (cf. Bookhagen and Strecker 2008). 372

The CCLM simulations show quite different qualities in 373

reproducing this pattern. With the TR setup the model dis- 374

plays a bias contrast of more than 50 % overestimation over 375

the oceanic part of the ITCZ and more than 50 % under- 376

estimation over land except along the Andes south of 20◦S. 377

Hence, the basic precipitation bias pattern over South Amer- 378

ica has not changed since Rockel and Geyer (2008). In fact, 379

this land-sea bias contrast is a general deficiency of CCLM 380

in the tropics as revealed by Rockel and Geyer (2008) and 381

reported recently by Panitz et al (2013) in model simulations 382

over Africa employing the TR setup convection and cloud 383

schemes. 384

385

386

387

388

389

390

391

392

393

394

395

396

397

398

399

400

401

Substituting IFS for Tiedtke convection smoothes rain-
fall patterns and reduces biases over land as well as over 
oceans. Especially the oceanic wet bias is almost com-
pletely removed and over the Andes the model produces 
less excessive precipitation. Gregory et al (2000) found a 
similar smoothing of spatial rainfall patterns as well as rain 
rate reductions along the maritime ITCZ in global seasonal 
forecasts with the ECMWF IFS after changing the criterion 
for and closure of deep convection from those based on 
moisture convergence as proposed by Tiedtke (1989) to 
ones based on cloud depth and convective available po-
tential energy, respectively (cf. Tab. 1). Modifications 
of the scheme’s trigger algorithm and entrainment rates led 
to qualitatively similar precipitation changes though 
(Bechtold et al 2004). Since, moreover, the list of 
differences between the schemes presented in Tab. 1 is all 
but complete (Bech-told et al 2008), it is difficult to tell 
which differences are most responsible for the 
improvements seen in Fig. 2.

402
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Fig. 2 Mean precipitation versus TRMM observations during austral summer (DJF, upper three rows) and austral winter (JJA, lower three rows)
from 1998 to 2011. For each season, the top row shows the seasonal mean, the middle row shows the absolute (sim−obs), and the bottom row
the relative ((sim−obs)/obs) difference to the observation, which is displayed in the leftmost column, followed by ERA-Interim, and the CCLM
simulations with the TR, TS, IR, and IS setup (frome left to right).
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403

404

405

406

407

408

409

410

411

In comparison to simulations with the RH cloud scheme, 
those with the statistical scheme show a further reduced dry 
bias over land. With the IS setup the dry bias in western 
Amazonia is reduced to 30 % – a magnitude also found with 
other RCMs (Marengo et al 2009; Solman et al 2013); in 
eastern Brazil we see a mix of over- and underestimations. 
While a major sensitivity of precipitation amounts to the 
convective parametrization could be expected, the large sen-
sitivity to the cloud scheme is remarkable. We are going to 
elaborate on the latter below.412

413

414

415

416

417

Some biases however, are common to all model setups 
and are also shared by other climate models. For instance, 
the overestimation of precipitation along the Andes (except 
its eastern slopes between 0◦ and 20◦S) is a feature of ERA-
Interim, the reanalyses CFSR and MERRA (Carvalho et al 
2012), and many RCMs (Marengo et al 2009; Solman et al418

2013).419

Another example is the dry bias of up to 50 % in northern420

Argentina, which is shared by all simulations while it is not421

seen in the ERA-Interim data, but observed in CFSR and422

MERRA (Carvalho et al 2012). Observations have shown423

that monsoon-season rainfall is highly stochastic in this re-424

gion and characterized by a heavy-tail distribution (Boers425

et al 2013), which implies that heavy rain events (> 20 mm/426

day) contribute considerably to the total precipitation. Some427

of these events are caused by the world’s largest mesoscale428

convective systems (Vera et al 2006a), which suggests that429

such systems are not well reproduced by the model. In Sect.430

3.2.3 we show that CCLM strongly underestimates the fre-431

quency of heavy rain events. The particular importance of432

these events for the mean DJF precipitation over northern433

Argentina explains the dry bias.434

435

436

437

438

439

440

441

442

443

444

445

446

447

448

449

450

451

452

453

454

Along the coast around the outlet of the Amazon river, 
the baseline land-sea bias contrast remains with all CCLM 
setups. It also is a feature of other climate models (Marengo 
et al 2009; Solman et al 2013; Joetzjer et al 2013) and of the 
ERA-Interim. In CCLM, it might therefore result from 
inaccurate boundary conditions. In fact, ERA-Interim wind 
uncertainties in the Atlantic ITCZ are considerable as direct 
observations are essentially limited to satellite scatterometer 
measurements ( ˇZagar et al 2011) and since there is compa-
rably little wind information in tropical mass field observa-
tions ( ˇZagar et al 2005). Findings by Bechtold et al (2014, 
Fig. 11) suggest that a better representation of the diurnal 
cycle of convection (cf. Sect. 3.2.2) could reduce the coastal 
bias contrast. Alternatively, one could attribute it to an in-
terplay of an incorrect representation of the local land-sea 
circulation and a mischaracterization of the soil moisture-
precipitation feedback: An erroneous land-sea breeze cir-
culation with too little rainfall over land dries out the soil. In 
reality this would lead to stronger convection over land 
(Taylor et al 2012), which would counterbalance the model 
deficit, but with the two convection schemes employed here455

dryer soils inhibit convection (see Hohenegger et al (2009) 456

for CCLM with the Tiedtke scheme and Taylor et al (2012) 457

for ERA-Interim with the IFS scheme). Presumably, the de- 458

ficient simulation of this feedback also aggravates the afore- 459

mentioned dry bias in northern Argentina. 460

461

462

463

464

465

466

467

468

469

470

471

472

473

In JJA, we see the same land-sea bias contrast as in DJF, 
which is again most pronounced for the TR setup and least 
for IS. Again, a swap of the convection scheme from Tiedtke 
to IFS reduces biases over land and oceans while a swap of 
the cloud scheme from RH to ST mainly yields increased 
precipitation over land. For the TR setup the SESA rainfall 
maximum is underestimated by up to 50 %, as by the RCMs 
in Solman et al (2013). Moving from TR to IS, this bias de-
clines gradually. For the IS setup, the modeled mean rainfall 
pattern resembles the TRMM observation. Remaining defi-
ciencies include dry biases in northeastern Brazil and north-
ern Amazonia, as well as wet biases in the Gulf of Mexico, 
in northern Argentina and Chile, all of which are also shared 
by ERA-Interim. 474

3.1.2 Total cloud cover 475

Since we observed a major sensitivity of modeled mean pre- 476

cipitation to the parametrization of subgrid-scale clouds, we 477

also expect major differences in the modeled cloud cover 478

between model setups. The DJF and JJA mean values of to- 479

tal cloud cover are shown in Fig. 3 and they indeed vary 480

considerably between simulations. Compared to the ISCCP 481

data, the TR setup generally yields too high mean cloud 482

cover over the oceans in summer and winter. As could be ex- 483

pected, a change of the convection scheme results in smaller 484

cloud cover changes than one of the parametrization of sub- 485

grid-scale clouds. With the IFS scheme, it is generally less 486

cloudy than with the Tiedtke scheme. The IR setup yields 487

the smallest overall biases in both seasons. 488

489

490

491

492

493

494

495

496

497

498

499

500

501

502

503

504

Substituting the statistical for the RH subgrid-scale 
cloud scheme yields increased (reduced) cloud cover in 
regions with frequent (rare) incidences of deep convection. 
This pattern of change is most clearly visible in DJF when 
we find a sharp boundary between these regimes approxi-
mately along a great circle through 10◦S, 90◦W and 30◦S, 
30◦W. It suggests that the statistical scheme generates less 
subgrid-scale stratiform clouds, such that the total cloudi-
ness is reduced in regions where stratiform clouds prevail, 
such as over the cool SSTs of the eastern Pacific (Mechoso 
et al 2005). In regions with frequent deep convective 
activity we suppose that a more vigorous convective activity 
acts to counterbalance the by itself less frequent occurrence 
of stratiform clouds and leads to a greater overall 
cloudiness. This interpretation is consistent with the 
concurrently en-hanced mean precipitation rates over 
Amazonia (cf. Fig. 2) and we are going to substantiate it 
below.

505
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Fig. 3 Mean total cloud cover versus ISCCP observations from 1998 to 2007. Layout as described in Fig. 2, without relative biases.

3.1.3 Surface shortwave net radiation506

Since there is a direct relation between cloud cover and radi-507

ation budgets we investigate the latter in the following. The508

DJF and JJA mean values of net surface shortwave radiation509

are displayed in Fig. 4. Compared to the SRB estimates, the510

TR setup severely underestimates shortwave net radiation,511

especially over the oceans. Similar to precipitation, biases of512

the same kind and magnitude were found over Africa (Panitz513

et al 2013).514

Employing the IFS instead of the Tiedtke convection515

scheme considerably mitigates the biases, as does substi-516

tuting the RH subgrid-scale cloud scheme. The differences517

between model setups are by far more pronounced over sea518

than over land. With the IS setup the modeled shortwave net519

values resemble the SRB estimates in summer and winter.520

The remaining biases are underestimations (overestima-521

tions) inside (outside) the convergence zones ITCZ and522

SACZ.523

The reduced surface shortwave net biases suggest a more524

correct representation of daytime clouds. As put forward by525

Morcrette et al (2008), more solar radiation reaching the sur-526

face yields enhanced convection over tropical land masses. 527

Thus, the continuous increases of surface shortwave net ra- 528

diation from TR to IS are in line with the respective in- 529

creases of precipitation over the South American continent. 530

Related to the consistency between different variables, 531

we observe an odd situation north of 20◦S (the equator) 532

in austral summer (winter). In this area, a comparison of 533

simulations with different parametrizations of subgrid-scale 534

clouds shows a positive correlation of total cloud cover and 535

net surface shortwave radiation. We discuss this apparent 536

contradiction and provide a solution in Sect. 3.2.4. 537

3.1.4 Surface longwave net radiation 538

In order to complete the radiation budget evaluation we now 539

discuss DJF and JJA mean values of the modeled net sur- 540

face longwave radiation (Fig. 5). Since the daytime radiation 541

budget is shortwave dominated, longwave results primarily 542

represent nighttime conditions. In comparison to the SRB 543

data, the smallest biases are obtained with the IR setup. 544

Over land, using the IFS instead of the Tiedtke convec- 545

tion scheme mostly reduces biases while using the statisti- 546
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Fig. 4 Mean shortwave net radiation at the surface versus SRB observations from 1998 to 2007. Layout as described in Fig. 3.

547

548

549

cal instead of the RH subgrid-scale cloud scheme generally 
increases the outgoing longwave radiation , i.e. renders the 
net surface longwave radiation more negative, which leads 
to mixed bias changes.550

Over sea, we observe increased outgoing longwave radi-551

ation for both, a swap of the convection scheme to the IFS,552

and a swap of the subgrid-scale cloud scheme to the statis-553

tical – with a greater sensitivity to the cloud scheme choice.554

With the IS setup, the outgoing longwave radiation is gener-555

ally overestimated.556

Considering the inter-setup differences of net surface557

shortwave and longwave radiation together, we conclude558

that with the statistical subgrid-scale cloud scheme the559

CCLM produces optically thinner clouds than with the560

RH scheme. For Amazonia in DJF, the validity of this561

conclusion is evidenced in Sect. 3.2.4.562

3.1.5 2 m temperature563

As an example of a variable which depends on the surface564

fluxes of radiation and precipitation, we evaluate the 2 m565

temperature, the DJF and JJA mean values of which are566

567

568

569

shown in Fig. 6. The bias patterns with respect to CRU ob-
servations are height corrected with a constant lapse rate of 
0.65 K/100 m and do not differ much between model setups. 
In austral summer biases are greater than in winter. 570

571

572

573

574

575

All year round we find a cold bias in Amazonia, which 
we reconsider in Sect. 3.2.1 because of the discrepancies be-
tween CRU temperatures and those measured on the flux 
towers. Cold biases along the Andes and over the Guiana 
highlands are mostly shared by ERA-Interim, as is a warm 
bias in the Atacama desert. 576

While CCLM mostly produces too low temperatures, we 577

find a pronounced DJF warm bias in northern Argentina, 578

which is common to many RCMs (Solman et al 2013). In 579

part, we attribute it to the severe dry bias in this region and 580

season discussed in Sect. 3.1.1, since the respective pre- 581

cipitation and temperature biases significantly anticorrelate 582

(99 % confidence level) across CCLM setups, and because 583

the soil receives a lot of insolation in this area during sum- 584

mer (Fig. 4), which makes it susceptible to dry stress. 585

However, a linear regression reveals that the dry bias 586

does not fully explain the warm bias. The work by Wag- 587
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Fig. 5 Mean longwave net radiation at the surface versus SRB observations from 1998 to 2007. Layout as described in Fig. 3.

ner et al (2011) hints on its fundamental source being lo-588

cated outside the region of occurrence: The authors evalu-589

ated CCLM simulations over extratropical South America590

and found a substantial sensitivity of northern Argentinean591

DJF 2 m temperatures to the forcing data. Downscaling a592

GCM simulation, CCLM generated a warm bias of simi-593

lar magnitude to the one found here. Yet, when forced by594

ERA40 reanalysis data, the model produced a slight cold595

bias. Since the predominant DJF low level inflow to the re-596

gion is from north, the warm bias might reflect modeling er-597

rors in the tropical part of the continent, possibly including a598

poor representation of the SALLJ. To check this hypothesis,599

we evaluate the 850 hPa circulation next.600

3.1.6 Low level circulation601

602

603

604

605

606

The DJF and JJA mean fields of geopotential height and 
wind at 850 hPa are displayed in Fig. 7. The ERA-Interim 
data show the westerlies in the south, the subtropical anti-
cyclons over the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, the monsoon 
circulation in summer, and strong trade winds over the trop-
ical Atlantic and northeastern Brazil in winter.607

608

609

610

611

In DJF, CCLM generally exaggerates the relative 
strength of the Chaco low over northern Argentina, which 
leads to a regional bias cyclonic circulation that deflects the 
inflow of moist Amazonian air to the east. This probably 
contributes to the summer dry bias in the region. 612

613

614

615

Over western Amazonia, pressure is too high throughout 
the year and with all setups, which indicates too weak dia-
batic heating and is consistent with the underestimation of 
(convective) precipitation in this area (Fig. 2). 616

617

618

619

620

621

Generally, there is a strong dependence of pressure and 
circulation biases on the parametrization of subgrid-scale 
clouds. With the RH scheme, 850 hPa geopotential heights 
are mostly overestimated and we find an all-year bias anti-
cyclone over the subtropical Atlantic as well as a bias anti-
monsoon circulation in DJF. 622

For simulations with the statistical subgrid-scale cloud 623

scheme, the overall low level pressure and circulation biases 624

are strongly reduced. In DJF, we find a bias cyclonic circu- 625

lation over the subtropical Atlantic. It explains the northeast 626

displacement and intensification (increased moisture con- 627

vergence) of the respective SACZ rainband (Fig. 2). 628
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Fig. 6 Mean 2 m temperature versus CRU observations from 1998 to 2011. Layout as described in Fig. 3. Biases are height corrected with a 
constant lapse rate of 0.65 K/100 m.

Throughout the year and more pronounced with the IFS629

convection scheme, there is a bias pressure dipole over the630

Pacific between 0◦ and 30◦S (10◦N and 20◦S) in summer631

(winter), which causes bias westerly/northwesterly winds632

off the Peruvian coast.633

The reason for it remains unclear as does that for the634

warm bias during northern Argentinean austral summer. A635

full understanding of the latter would require further anal-636

yses of surface fluxes and atmospheric profiles, which are637

beyond the scope of this article.638

3.2 Amazonia639

In the following we focus on simulation results over Ama-640

zonia. Solman et al (2013) have found most discrepancies641

between RCM simulations over this part of South Amer-642

ica, which suggests a generally high modeling uncertainty643

in the region. Fortunately, all flux towers meeting the crite-644

ria mentioned in Sect. 2.3 are located in this area, so that645

we can compare modeled seasonal and diurnal cycles to site646

measurements. Further below in this section we present DJF 647

statistics of different model variables over Amazonia, which 648

is defined as a lat/lon box from 0◦ to 10◦S and 50◦ to 70◦W 649

(Fig. 1). 650

3.2.1 Seasonal cycles 651

We start with the seasonal cycles of precipitation, net surface 652

radiation, and the 2 m temperature at the five flux tower sites 653

(Fig. 8, Tab. 2). In order to assess measurement uncertainties 654

we include cycles from the gridded datasets TRMM, SRB, 655

and CRU as they were used for the evaluation of seasonal 656

mean values above. 657

While the TRMM and SRB estimates mostly agree with 658

the tower measurements, we find substantial differences be- 659

tween observed temperatures. The tower top temperatures 660

are systematically lower than those estimated by the CRU. 661

The greater measurement height of 40 to 60 m of the tow- 662

ers alone cannot explain the differences of typically 1 to 663

2 ◦C. We presume that they are mainly due to the different 664

meteorological conditions above a closed rainforest canopy, 665
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Fig. 7 Mean fields of geopotential height (colors) and wind (vectors) at 850 hPa versus ERA-Interim reanalyses from 1998 to 2011. Layout as
described in Fig. 3.

as represented by the tower measurements, and at a regular666

rainforest weather station, as represented by the CRU data.667

The fact that differences are smaller in dry than in wet sea-668

son supports this presumption. Since modeled 2 m temper-669

atures represent values above vegetation, the tower top data670

are the more suitable reference. This implies that the Ama-671

zonian cold bias diagnosed in Sect. 3.1.5 is at least less se-672

vere or even negligible, especially during wet season.673

In the following we discuss the results for each site in-674

dividually, as measured cycles as well as model biases vary675

considerably between them.676

677

678

679

680

Among the five towers, the K34 tower is the most 
centrally located in the Amazon basin. Together with the 
CAX site it has the least pronounced dry season with 
monthly mean precipitation rates remaining above 3 mm/
day throughout the year; the rain peak is in MAM. Both681

characteristics are reproduced by all CCLM simulations. 682

The MAM rates are strongly underestimated by all simu- 683

lations however, especially by TR and IR. The net surface 684

radiation is underestimated with all model setups in all 685

months and by up to 50 W/m2 in JFM. The seasonal cycles 686

of 2 m temperatures do never differ by more than 1 ◦C 687

between setups, have too small amplitudes, and show an 688

average underestimation of 1 ◦C. 689

At the K67 site, the seasonal cycles of all three variables 690

are well captured with the IS setup, whereas with the other 691

setups, the model is either too dry, too warm, or overesti- 692

mates the net radiation’s interseasonal variability. 693

The CAX tower is located close to the Amazon Delta 694

and we recognize the severe dry bias discussed in Sect. 695

3.1.1. It is common to all model setups as well as a strong 696

underestimation of net radiation from April to August. Note 697
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that according to the SRB data the latter problem is less698

significant. The discrepancy between ground measurement699

and satellite product might be due to the complex shape of700

the coastline, which is nearby and cannot be represented701

properly at 1◦ resolution. Temperatures differ by up to 2 ◦C702

between model setups with drier simulations being warmer.703

In SOND the model is too warm with all setups.704

The rainforest around the RJA site is subject to a high705

amplitude seasonal cycle of precipitation with mean rates706

below 2 mm/day in JJA and at up to 15 mm/day in DJF.707

The rain peaks are underestimated with all model setups but708

apart from that the seasonal cycle is well captured by the IS709

simulation. Surface net radiation is underestimated with all710

model setups in all months. The temperature cycle is sim-711

ulated well with the IS setup; with the others temperatures712

are overestimated by up to 2 ◦C.713

The BAN site, situated in a transition region between714

rainforest and savanna, features the most pronounced dry715

season. With each setup, the model underestimates rainfall716

during the onset of the wet season, which results in tempera-717

ture overestimations by 3 to 4 ◦C. Inter-setup differences are718

large for precipitation and, consequently, temperature.719

In summery, we find a systematic underestimation of720

surface net radiation at the western sites K34 and RJA. As721

previously pointed out in Sect. 3.1.1, the model is not able722

to generate monthly mean rain rates of more than 10 mm/ 723

day over Amazonia. Temperatures show a strong response 724

to precipitation at all sites subject to (simulated) dry stress. 725

We do not see this response at the K34 site because here no 726

simulation is dry enough to let soil moisture control evapo- 727

ration rates (Koster et al 2004) and in turn temperatures. The 728

IS setup yields the best overall performance. 729

3.2.2 Diurnal cycles 730

In the following we focus on the austral summer since this 731

is the wettest season at all flux tower sites except K34. The 732

DJF diurnal cycles of precipitation, net surface radiation, 733

and 2 m temperature are depicted in Fig. 9. 734

We observe that the underestimations of net surface ra- 735

diation diagnosed before occur mainly at daytime. We find 736

the strongest of those underestimations at the K34 site and 737

see that it results in temperatures being 4 ◦C too low at noon. 738

At all sites except CAX, the amplitude of the diurnal tem- 739

perature cycle is too small for simulations with the IFS con- 740

vection scheme. 741

However, the most striking deviations between modeled 742

and measured diurnal cycles are found for precipitation. 743

While CCLM simulates peak rain rates at noon or earlier at 744

all sites, the measurements show them between 15 and 18 h 745
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local time – except at the K67 tower, where precipitation746

does not have a pronounced diurnal cylce. Especially at the747

CAX site there is a large difference between morning and748

afternoon rates which is not adequately captured by CCLM.749

750

751

752

753

754

755

756

757

758

759

760

761

762

763

764

765

766

767

The problem of a proper representation of the diurnal 
cycle of convective precipitation over land is shared by vari-
ous RCMs and GCMs (e.g., Dai et al 1999; Betts and Jakob 
2002; Grabowski et al 2006; da Rocha et al 2009; Nikulin 
et al 2012). The reason for the too early precipitation peak 
was found to be a too easy triggering of moist convection 
by many convection schemes (Dai et al 1999; Bechtold et al 
2004). Dai et al (1999) conclude that “this keeps the model 
atmosphere from building up high CAPE and prevents 
intense precipitation from occurring.” Bechtold et al (2014) 
show that slowing down the convective adjustment over 
tropical land can indeed lead to a higher buildup of CAPE 
prior to the onset of deep convection, which then occurs 
later and features greater peak rain rates. As these changes 
are shown to also result in enhanced mean precipitation, 
we think that CCLM’s inability to simulate monthly mean 
precipitation rates of more than 10 mm/day over Amazonia 
can be attributed to its poor representation of the diurnal 
cycle of convection.768

Considering the diurnal and seasonal cycles of precipita-769

tion, net surface radiation, and 2 m temperature in synopsis,770

the model is most accurate at the K67 tower. According to771

Vera et al (2006a, Fig. 5), occurrences of deep convective 772

systems are rare around this site. This exemplifies that the 773

model does fine where it does not need to simulate such sys- 774

tems. 775

3.2.3 Precipitation intensities 776

So far, we have only evaluated temporal mean rain amounts. 777

When it comes to climate impacts, especially those of ex- 778

treme events, there is yet another important characteristic of 779

rainfall – the statistics of daily precipitation intensity. In the 780

following, we evaluate two of these statistics over Amazonia 781

in DJF from 1998 to 2011 (Fig. 10). 782

783

784

785

786

787

788

789

790

CCLM and ERA-Interim show considerable biases in 
the frequency distribution of daily rain amounts. Both sim-
ulate too many wet days (> 0.1 mm/day) and too infrequent 
heavy rain events (> 20 mm/day), i.e. they rain a bit ev-
eryday instead of remaining dry on some days and raining 
fiercely on others. These problems are shared by many cli-
mate models (Dai 2006). Especially with the IFS convection 
scheme the underestimation of the number of days with less 
than 0.1 mm/day is dramatic. 791

792

793

794

ERA-Interim strongly overestimates the frequency of 
days with 5 to 15 mm precipitation. Depending on its setup, 
the CCLM produces too many days with precipitation be-
tween 1 to 9 (TR) and 3 to 17 mm/day (IS). A swap of the 795
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Fig. 10 Modeled and observed statistics of daily precipitation intensi-
ties over Amazonia in DJF from 1998 to 2011. (top) Relative contri-
butions of daily precipitation amounts from different intensity classes
to the total amount, with discrimination between light (< 10 mm/day),
moderate (10 to 20 mm/day), and heavy (> 20 mm/day) precipitation
events. (middle) Frequency distribution of daily rain amounts accord-
ing to TRMM, interpolated to the CCLM and ERA-Interim grids. (bot-
tom) Model-to-TRMM ratios of these frequencies for ERA-Interim
and the four CCLM runs, with TRMM data interpolated to the respec-
tive grids.

subgrid-scale cloud scheme from RH to statistical moves796

the frequency distribution to higher intensities.797
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As a result of those differences, the contributions of 
light (< 10 mm/day), moderate (10 to 20 mm/day), and 
heavy (> 20 mm/day) rain events to precipitation totals vary 
across models and setups. According to the TRMM data, 
heavy rainfall should contribute 55 %, light and moderate 
rainfall only 20 % and 25 %, respectively. In contrast to 
that, ERA-Interim and CCLM with the IS setup attribute the 
largest contribution to light precipitation with about 45 %
and consequently underestimate the contribution of heavy 
rain events.807

CCLM overestimates the contribution of light rainfall808

with the other setups as well, but that of heavy rainfall is809

estimated more properly. With the TR setup, heavy rainfall810

even contributes more than 60 % due to the very low total811

precipitation in combination with the simulation of some ex-812

treme events of more than 100 mm/day. Such extremes are813

only generated with the Tiedtke convection scheme. For a814
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Fig. 11 Mean DJF vertical profiles of cloud cover C and convective 
cloud cover Cc (left, Eq. (1)) as well as specific cloud liquid water and 
ice contents (right) over Amazonia, as modeled with the four CCLM 
setups from 1998 to 2011.

swap of the subgrid-scale cloud scheme from RH to statisti- 815

cal, we observe a favorable doubling of the contribution of 816

moderate rain events to the total precipitation. 817

3.2.4 Cloud profiles 818

819

820

821

822

823

824

825

826

827

828

829

830

In Sect. 3.1 we have shown that simulations with the sta-
tistical subgrid-scale cloud scheme typically feature higher 
(lower) net surface shortwave (longwave) radiation than 
with the RH scheme. At daytime this sums up to a greater 
total net radiation (Fig. 9) which enables more vigorous 
convection and higher rain rates (Fig. 2, 9). We now want 
to illuminate how it is possible that the enhanced shortwave 
and reduced longwave net values coincide with an increased 
total cloud cover over Amazonia in DJF. To that end, the 
respective space-time averages of modeled vertical profiles 
of cloud cover C and convective cloud cover Cc as well as 
specific cloud ice and liquid water contents are depicted in 
Fig. 11. 831

832

833

834

835

836

837

838

839

840

841

We observe that with the statistical scheme, on average, 
clouds contain 40 % less water and 75 % less ice than 
with the RH scheme. An analysis of the distribution of 
simulated stratiform cloud cover values reveals that this 
reduction is due to a practically complete disappearance of 
non-precipitating subgrid-scale clouds with the statistical 
scheme, i.e. with this scheme, all simulated clouds over 
Amazonia in DJF are either convective or grid-scale. In 
contrast, non-precipitating subgrid-scale clouds of both 
liquid water and ice do occur with the RH scheme, which 
leads to the respective increases in specific humidities. 842

843A reduced cloud water content results in an atmosphere 
that is more translucent, the net surface shortwave radiation 844
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845

846

847

increases and more energy is available for buoyancy and 
convection. Consequently, we observe enhanced mean con-
vective cloud cover values at all levels (Fig. 11) and greater 
mean rain rates (Fig. 2) with the statistical scheme.848

849

850

851

852

853

854

855

856

857

858

859

860

Consistent with these changes we also find a marked 
increase of the mean high cloud cover (Fig. 11), probably 
due to more frequent occurrences of cirrus forming from 
the anvils of thunderstorm clouds. (Not shown: The Ama-
zonian austral summer mean high cloud cover has a diurnal 
cycle that lags the convection cycle by about 4 hours and 
is strongly amplified with the statistical scheme.) This in-
crease is the primary reason for the 5 to 15 % increase in 
DJF mean total cloud cover over Amazonia found in simu-
lations with the statistical scheme (Fig. 3). Since high cirrus 
clouds are typically optically thin, their increased frequency 
of occurrence does not contradict a concurrently enhanced 
net surface shortwave radiation.861

4 Conclusions862

Our study provides a first in-depth evaluation of COSMO-863

CLM over South America. The analyses focus on precipi-864

tation, cloud cover, and surface net radiation. We compare865

the performances of the model with four different setups,866

which differ in the parametrizations of convection and sub-867

grid-scale clouds.868

The modeled climate is found to be highly sensitive to869

the parametrizations, particularly in tropical latitudes. While870

precipitation biases are large with the default Tiedtke con-871

vection and RH subgrid-scale cloud scheme, they can be872

strongly reduced employing the IFS convection and statis-873

tical subgrid-scale cloud scheme. With the latter setup, bi-874

ases are within the range of those produced by other state-875

of-the-art regional climate models. COSMO-CLM is now876

ready for applications such as climate projections or the in-877

vestigation of land use change scenarios for South America.878

Furthermore, our findings will help to improve the model’s879

performance over other tropical domains.880

Most tropical precipitation is convective and it is tempt-881

ing to expect that its simulation is sensitive to the parame-882

trization of convection. However, the sensitivity of modeled883

precipitation to the parametrization of subgrid-scale clouds884

turns out to be of similar magnitude. We explain this sensi-885

tivity with the surface radiation budget. With the statistical886

in place of the RH subgrid-scale cloud scheme, ice and liq-887

uid water contents of clouds are strongly reduced, which al-888

lows more solar radiation to reach the surface. As previously889

described by other authors, this allows for more vigorous890

convection and, in turn, enhanced precipitation rates.891

For the variables considered in this study, the COSMO-892

CLM setup with the IFS convection and statistical subgrid-893

scale cloud scheme yields the best overall performance.894

895

896

897

898

899

900

901

902

903

Remaining model biases include an all-year dry bias over 
Amazonia with a pronounced land-sea bias contrast around 
the Amazon outlet. Low level pressure is generally overes-
timated over the tropical part of the continent. A substantial 
austral summer dry bias is present in northern Argentina 
and contributes to a pronounced warm bias found in the 
same region and season. Temperatures are generally too low 
in the tropics when compared to the CRU data. However, 
when considering the flux tower measurements this bias 
may be less distinct or even negligible in some cases. 904

905

906

907

908

909

910

911

912
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